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Some geometric properties of the Witten genus
Anand Dessai
Abstract. We give a survey on geometric properties of the Witten genus.
The survey focuses on relations between the Witten genus, group actions and
positive curvature.
1. Introduction
A striking feature of spin geometry is the rich interplay between curvature,
symmetries and index theory. To illustrate this we recall two classical results.
Firstly, Lichnerowicz proved that the Dirac operator on a closed spin manifold
M of positive scalar curvature is invertible. In particular, its index, the Aˆ-genus
Aˆ(M), vanishes. Secondly, Atiyah and Hirzebruch applied the Lefschetz fixed point
formula to the equivariant Dirac operator to show that the Aˆ-genus vanishes on a
connected closed spin manifold with smooth non-trivial action by the circle.
According to Witten the free loop space LM of a manifold M should carry an
S1-equivariant “Dirac operator” if w1(M) = w2(M) = 0 (i.e. if M admits a spin
structure) and p12 (M) = 0. Here the S
1-action on LM is given by reparametrization
of loops. It is well-known that these topological constraints are equivalent to the
existence of a lift of the classifying map of the stable tangent bundle M → BO to
BO〈8〉, the 7-connected cover of BO. Following modern terminology we shall call
such a lift a string structure and M a string manifold.
Unfortunately, a mathematically rigorous construction of a Dirac operator on
free loop spaces is still missing. However, by formally applying the Lefschetz fixed
point formula to the equivariant index of the hypothetical “Dirac operator” on
a string manifold M and using zeta-function renormalization Witten derived an
honest topological invariant of M , the Witten genus ϕW (M). It turns out that
many geometric properties of the Aˆ-genus on spin manifolds have counterparts for
the Witten genus on string manifolds.
The purpose of this paper is to survey some of these analogues and to point
towards some open questions/problems which arise naturally in this context. This
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survey is very much inspired by the paper [36] of Stephan Stolz in which he ex-
plains his conjecture about the vanishing of the Witten genus on string manifolds
of positive Ricci curvature.
Our exposition is rather incomplete. It focuses on group actions, the conjec-
ture of Stolz and its connections to the Witten genus and other rational genera.
In particular, we neither discuss homotopy theoretical refinements of the Witten
genus and the construction of elliptic cohomology via topological modular forms by
Hopkins and Miller [22] nor the work of Stolz and Teichner on elliptic objects [37].
In the next section we recall the Aˆ-vanishing theorem of Atiyah and Hirze-
bruch and discuss relations between the Witten genus and group actions on string
manifolds. In Theorem 2.8 we show that the kernel of the Witten genus can be
represented rationally by string manifolds with non-abelian symmetry. This result
relies on the construction of a suitable basis sequence of Cayley plane bundles (see
Proposition 2.9) which is carried out in Section 5. In Section 3 we discuss basic
instances in which Stolz’ conjecture is known to hold. We also look at the ratio-
nal bordism invariants which obstruct the existence of a metric of positive Ricci
curvature on all spin manifolds. In dimension ≤ 100 we show that the Aˆ-genus is
essentially the only such invariant (see Proposition 3.5). In Section 4 we look at the
problem of describing geometrically the universal multiplicative genus for Cayley
plane bundles. This section is more speculative.
Some of the results presented in this survey are new (see Proposition 3.4, Propo-
sition 3.5) or have only been published in preprint form (see Theorem 2.8, Propo-
sition 2.9). It is my pleasure to thank the referee for many valuable suggestions.
2. Symmetries
A classical problem is to understand symmetries of a given closed manifold. For
continuous symmetries (by which we mean: smooth actions of compact connected
Lie groups) on spin manifolds this problem is closely related to the Dirac operator.
Let G be a compact Lie group acting smoothly on a spin manifoldM . After av-
eraging a Riemannian metric and passing to a two-fold covering action, if necessary,
we may assume that G acts isometrically on M preserving the spin structure. In
this situation a G-equivariant Dirac operator can be constructed. Its index Aˆ(M)G
is an element of the complex representation ring R(G). We identify Aˆ(M)G with a
function on G via its character.
Atiyah and Hirzebruch applied the Lefschetz fixed point formula [2] to the
equivariant Dirac operator to prove the
Theorem 2.1 (Aˆ-vanishing theorem [1]). Let M be a connected spin manifold
with smooth non-trivial action by a compact Lie group G. If G is connected then
the equivariant Aˆ-genus Aˆ(M)G vanishes identically.
It is easy to see that the conclusion fails in general if M is not spin or G is not
connected. Moreover, Burghelea has constructed examples of topological S1-actions
on smooth spin manifolds with non-vanishing Aˆ-genus (cf. [9, p. 184]).
In general, any rigidity statement for a genus can be rephrased in terms of
multiplicativity properties in certain fibre bundles (cf. [32, Prop. 1]). In particular,
the Aˆ-vanishing theorem is equivalent to the following
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Theorem 2.2. The Aˆ-genus vanishes on any smooth fibre bundle of closed
oriented manifolds provided that the fibre is a spin manifold and the structure group
is a compact connected Lie group which acts smoothly and non-trivially on the fibre.
The Aˆ-genus of an n-dimensional spin manifold refines to a KO-theoretical
invariant, the α-invariant α(M) ∈ KOn(pt), which captures additional Z/2Z-
information in dimension n ≡ 1, 2 mod 8. The question of how this refinement is
related to continuous symmetries is quite subtle. On the one hand one obtains spin
manifolds with free S1-action and non-vanishing α-invariant by taking the product
of S1 (equipped with the interesting spin structure) with any 8k-dimensional spin
manifolds of odd Aˆ-genus [28] (simply connected examples are discussed for exam-
ple in [25, p. 232]). On the other hand Lawson and Yau showed that any manifold
with non-trivial S3-action admits a metric of positive scalar curvature [25]. Since
the α-invariant vanishes on spin manifolds of positive scalar curvature [21] it follows
that the α-invariant is an obstruction to S3-actions on spin manifolds. It would be
interesting to give a purely topological proof of this fact which does not rely on the
construction of a metric of positive scalar curvature.
Atiyah and Hirzebruch observed that rationally the converse of the Aˆ-vanishing
theorem also holds. Recall that the rational oriented bordism ring and the rational
spin bordism ring are isomorphic, ΩSO∗ ⊗ Q ∼= ΩSpin∗ ⊗ Q. It is well-known that a
K3-surface and the quaternionic projective spaces HP k, k ≥ 2, constitute a rational
basis sequence of ΩSO∗ , i.e. ΩSO∗ ⊗Q ∼= Q[K3,HP 2,HP 3, . . .]. TheK3-surface, being
a complex surface with holonomy SU(2), has Aˆ(K3) = 2. The Aˆ-genus vanishes
on the quaternionic projective spaces (for example by Theorem 2.1). Hence, the
rational bordism class of any manifold with vanishing Aˆ-genus belongs to the ideal
in ΩSO∗ ⊗ Q ∼= ΩSpin∗ ⊗ Q generated by the quaternionic projective spaces. This
gives
Theorem 2.3 ([1]). Let M be a spin manifold M with Aˆ(M) = 0. Then a
non-zero multiple of M is spin cobordant to a spin manifold M ′ which admits a
non-trivial smooth S1-action on each of its components.
It is not difficult to construct a rational basis sequence {M4k}k≥1 of the oriented
bordism ring such that M4k is a K3-surface for k = 1 and an HP 2-bundle with
structure group S1 and non-trivial S3-action along the fibres for k ≥ 2 (the proof
follows the strategy of the proof of Proposition 2.9). Hence, any spin manifold M
of dimension ≥ 8 with Aˆ(M) = 0 is rationally cobordant to an HP 2-bundle with
non-trivial S3-action along the fibres.
Kreck and Stolz showed the much deeper result that any spin manifold M of
dimension ≥ 8 with α(M) = 0 is integrally cobordant to the total space of an
HP 2-bundle with structure group PSp(3) (cf. [23, Prop. 3.5]). Since PSp(3) is
the full isometry group of HP 2 with its standard metric it is not clear (at least
to the author) whether their construction can be modified to yield examples with
continuous symmetries. If possible, it would immediately imply a positive solution
to the following
Question 2.4. Let M be a spin manifold M with α(M) = 0. Is M spin
cobordant to a spin manifold which admits a non-trivial smooth S1-action on each
of its components?
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We shall now discuss relations between the Witten genus and group actions.
For an introduction to the Witten genus we refer to [40] and [20, Section 6.3] and
[36]. The Witten genus ϕW (M) of a 4k-dimensional spin manifold M is defined by
the following series of indices of twisted Dirac operators
ϕW (M) = Aˆ(M ;
∞⊗
n=1
SqnTM) ·
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn)4k =
(
Aˆ(M) + Aˆ(M ;TM) · q + Aˆ(M ;TM + S2(TM)) · q2 + . . .
)
·
∞∏
n=1
(1−qn)4k ∈ Z[[q]].
Here TM is the tangent bundle of M , q is a formal variable, St =
∑
Si · ti denotes
the symmetric power operation and Aˆ(M ;E) is the index of the Dirac operator
twisted with the complexified vector bundle E ⊗ C.
Note that the definition of the Witten genus can be extended to oriented man-
ifolds using the cohomological version of the index theorem. This yields the genus
ϕW : ΩSO∗ → Q[[q]] which corresponds to the power series x/Φ(x), where Φ(x)
denotes the Weierstrass’ Φ-function (for string-manifolds one may replace Φ(x) by
the Weierstrass’ σ-function).
If the first Pontrjagin class of M vanishes rationally (or more generally: if all
Pontrjagin numbers involving p1(M) vanish) then ϕW (M) is the Fourier expansion
of a modular form for SL2(Z) of weight 2k.
Now assume M is a string manifold. By the discussion above ϕW (M) is a
modular form for SL2(Z) with integer coefficients. Hence, the Witten genus defines
a ring homomorphism from the string bordism ring Ωstring∗ to the ring of integral
modular forms for SL2(Z).
According to Witten [40] ϕW (M) is best thought of as the S1-equivariant
index of a hypothetical “Dirac operator” on the free loop space LM of M . In the
presence of an action by a Lie group G one would ideally like to compute the index
of the G-equivariant “Dirac operator” by localizing using a Lefschetz fixed point
type formula. So far, neither the operator has been constructed nor such formula
has been proved. However, a mathematical rigorous analysis can be carried out for
the equivariant Witten genus ϕW (M)G which one obtains by replacing the indices
in the power series for the Witten genus by their equivariant refinements.
Suppose M is a string manifold with non-trivial smooth action by G = S1. Liu
proved that the equivariant Witten genus ϕW (M)S1 ∈ R(S1)[[q]] vanishes identi-
cally provided that the first equivariant Pontrjagin class of M lies in the image of
the map H4S1(pt;Z) → H4S1(M ;Z) induced from the projection M → pt (cf. [27,
Th. 4, p. 370]). If the second Betti number of M vanishes this is easily seen to
be the case. As observed in [10] Liu’s condition on the equivariant first Pontrjagin
class is also fulfilled if the S1-action (or a suitable covering action) extends to an
action by a semi-simple Lie group (in the case of homogeneous spaces this was
independently shown by Gerald Ho¨hn). This gives the following
Theorem 2.5 (Aˆ-vanishing theorem for LM [27, 10]). Let M be a connected
string manifold with smooth non-trivial action by a compact connected Lie group
G. If G is semi-simple then the equivariant Witten genus ϕW (M)G ∈ R(G)[[q]]
vanishes identically. In particular, the Witten genus vanishes on connected string
manifolds with non-trivial smooth S3-action.
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In terms of multiplicativity properties in fibre bundles the vanishing theorem
may be rephrased as
Theorem 2.6. The Witten genus vanishes on any smooth fibre bundle of closed
oriented manifolds provided the fibre is a string manifold and the structure group is
a compact connected semi-simple Lie group which acts smoothly and non-trivially
on the fibre.
For a proof of this vanishing theorem and various generalizations we refer to
[27, 11]. As remarked above the conclusion of the theorem also holds for S1-actions
provided the second Betti number of M vanishes. However, the following question
appears to be still unresolved.
Question 2.7. Does the Witten genus vanish on connected string manifolds
with smooth non-trivial S1-action?
Rationally the vanishing of the Witten genus for S3-actions given in Theorem
2.5 has the following converse.
Theorem 2.8. Let M be a string manifold with ϕW (M) = 0. Then a non-zero
multiple of M is string cobordant to a string manifold which is the total space of
a Cayley plane bundle with structure group S1 and non-trivial S3-action along the
fibres. In particular, M is rationally string cobordant to a string manifold which
admits a non-trivial smooth S3-action on each of its components.
The theorem is a consequence of the following construction which might be of
independent interest.
Proposition 2.9. The oriented bordism ring has a rational basis sequence
{M4k}k≥1, i.e. ΩSO∗ ⊗Q ∼= Q[M4,M8, . . .], such that
(1) M4k is a connected 4k-dimensional spin manifold for all k,
(2) M4k is a string manifold for k ≥ 2,
(3) M4k is the total space of a Cayley plane bundle with structure group S1
and smooth non-trivial S3-action along the fibres for k ≥ 4.
The two results above were proved in my unpublished preprint [10] (see Section
5 for the argument).
3. Positive curvature
By the work of Lichnerowicz [26] and Hitchin [21] the Aˆ-genus and its KO-
theoretical refinement, the α-invariant, vanish on a closed spin manifold of positive
scalar curvature. Conversely, one knows from Stolz’ solution [35] of the Gromov-
Lawson conjecture that any simply connected spin manifold M of dimension ≥ 5
admits a metric of positive scalar curvature provided the α-invariant α(M) vanishes.
In [36] Stolz argued that a metric of positive Ricci curvature on M should be
related to “positive scalar curvature” on the free loop space LM . This reasoning
led Stolz to conjecture the following loop space analogue of Lichnerowicz’ theorem.
Conjecture 3.1 (Stolz’ conjecture [36]). Let M be a string manifold. If M
admits a metric of positive Ricci curvature then the Witten genus ϕW (M) vanishes.
Any spin manifold of positive Ricci curvature has positive scalar curvature
and, hence, vanishing Aˆ-genus. This fact alone already implies the conjecture in
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dimension 4k < 24 or dimension 28. In dimension 24 or dimension 4k ≥ 32,
however, Stolz’ conjecture is open even if one restricts to manifolds of positive
sectional curvature. A proof of the conjecture in any of these dimensions would
provide first examples of simply connected Riemannian manifolds of positive scalar
curvature which do not admit a metric of positive Ricci curvature (cf. [36, 6.1]).
This underlines the geometric significance of the conjecture.
We shall now discuss some evidence for the conjecture in two basic instances.
Further evidence can be obtained using fibre bundle constructions (see [36, Th.
3.1]).
A basic source for positive Ricci curvature is Ka¨hler geometry. By Yau’s so-
lution [41] of the Calabi conjecture any Ka¨hler manifold with positive first Chern
class carries a metric of positive Ricci curvature. This prompts the following ques-
tion which in our opinion is one of the central questions in the context of Stolz’
conjecture.
Question 3.2. Does the Witten genus vanish on string Ka¨hler manifolds with
positive first Chern class?
Among these manifolds Stolz’ conjecture is known to hold for certain subfami-
lies. For example Landweber and Stong (cf. [20, p. 87]) have shown that the Witten
genus vanishes on those complete intersections in complex projective space which
are string (it is straightforward to check that these manifolds have positive first
Chern class). Recall that complex projective spaces are irreducible Hermitian sym-
metric. The question whether Stolz’ conjecture holds for string manifolds which are
complete intersections in irreducible Hermitian symmetric spaces other than com-
plex projective spaces was considered by Fo¨rster in his PhD thesis [16]. Among
other things Fo¨rster was able to prove the vanishing of the Witten genus for string
complete intersections in the exceptional symmetric spaces E6/Spin(10)×U(1) and
E7/E6 × U(1).
Next to Ka¨hler geometry compact Lie groups provide the main other source
for positive Ricci curvature. It is well-known (see for example [3]) that a com-
pact homogeneous space admits an invariant metric of positive Ricci curvature if
its fundamental group pi1 is finite (recall that the condition on pi1 is necessary by
Myers’ theorem). In [17] Grove and Ziller showed that invariant metrics of positive
Ricci curvature also exist on manifolds of cohomogeneity one with finite pi1. Subse-
quently, Schwachho¨fer and Tuschmann exhibited metrics of positive Ricci curvature
on manifolds with pi1 finite which are quotients of homogeneous spaces or quotients
of spaces of cohomogeneity one [33]. More recently, Bo¨hm and Wilking [4] proved
that any manifold of non-negative sectional curvature and pi1 finite admits a metric
of positive Ricci curvature.
It is easy to see that any homogeneous manifold with finite fundamental group
and any manifold of cohomogeneity one with finite fundamental group admits an
almost effective action by S3. Hence, Theorem 2.5 gives the following
Corollary 3.3. Stolz’ conjecture is true for homogeneous manifolds and man-
ifolds of cohomogeneity one.
If one wants to extend this argument to quotients one faces the problem that
quotients may be quite unsymmetric. To illustrate this consider a biquotient G/H
of a compact Lie group G, i.e. G/H is the quotient of G by a closed subgroup
H ⊂ G×G which acts freely on G with respect to the two-sided action of G×G on
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G. The obvious symmetries of G/H are given by the normalizer N := NormG×G(H)
which may not allow for non-trivial homomorphisms S3 → N .
In [14] we consider the conjecture of Stolz for biquotients of a simple Lie group
G. Using Theorem 2.6 the conjecture can be reduced to the situation where H
is maximal of maximal rank in G. We then apply Eschenburg’s classification (cf.
[15, Kapitel 10]) of these subgroups to show that for each string biquotient in
the classification the Witten genus vanishes. Unfortunately, as we learned from
Jost Eschenburg, his classification is incomplete and one still needs to check Stolz’
conjecture in the cases not covered in [15].
In view of the result of Bo¨hm and Wilking [4] Stolz’ conjecture predicts the
vanishing of the Witten genus for simply connected string manifolds of non-negative
sectional curvature. As pointed out before the conjecture is not known for this class
of manifolds even if one restricts to the subclass of manifolds of positive sectional
curvature. In this connection we would like to mention the following consequence
of the vanishing theorems for spin manifolds of positive sectional curvature and
symmetry given in [12, 13]. Recall that the symmetry rank of a Riemannian
manifold is the rank of its isometry group.
Proposition 3.4. Let M be a string manifold of dimension 4k ≤ 44 or 4k =
52. Suppose M admits a metric of positive sectional curvature with symmetry rank
≥ 2. Then the Witten genus of M vanishes.
Proof. Recall that the Witten genus of a 4k-dimensional string manifold M
is the Fourier expansion of a modular form for SL2(Z) of weight 2k. The first two
coefficients are given (up to a constant) by the index of the Dirac operator and the
index of the Dirac operator twisted with the tangent bundle, i.e.
ϕW (M) = (Aˆ(M) + Aˆ(M,TM) · q + . . .) ·
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn)4k.
Recall also that the ring M∗(SL2(Z)) of modular forms for SL2(Z) is a polynomial
ring generated by the Eisenstein series E4 = 1 + 240 · q + 2160 · q2 + . . . and
E6 = 1− 504 · q − 16632 · q2 + . . . which are of weight 4 and 6, respectively.
By [26, 1] the Aˆ-genus of a spin manifold vanishes if the manifolds admits a
metric of positive scalar curvature or a non-trivial torus action. Hence, ϕW (M)
is a cusp form. Since there are no non-trivial cusp forms of weight < 12 the
proposition follows in dimension < 24. In [13] we showed that in dimension > 8
the index Aˆ(M,TM) vanishes for spin manifolds of positive sectional curvature
with symmetry rank ≥ 2. Hence, ϕW (M) is a modular form which has a zero of
order ≥ 2 at infinity. It follows from the expansions of the Eisenstein series above
and the structure of M∗(SL2(Z)) that non-trivial modular forms with a zero of
order 2 at infinity occur only in weight 24 and weight ≥ 28. This completes the
proof of the proposition. ¤
It follows from [12] that the conclusion also holds if a two dimensional torus
acts effectively and smoothly on M and the torus contains two involutions acting
isometrically on M . Note however that the vanishing of the Witten genus may
well be a consequence of the existence of a smooth effective S1-action alone (see
Question 2.7 above).
We close this section with a discussion of rational bordism invariants (i.e. non-
trivial linear combinations of Pontrjagin numbers) which obstruct the existence of
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a metric of positive Ricci curvature. We first observe that for oriented manifolds
there aren’t any since the rational oriented bordism ring is generated by complex
projective spaces and these have positive sectional curvature with respect to their
standard metric. For spin manifolds Lichnerowicz’ result tells us that the Aˆ-genus
obstructs positive scalar curvature and, hence, positive Ricci curvature as well. For
string manifolds the conjecture of Stolz predicts additional obstructions encoded in
the Witten genus.
Somewhat related to Stolz’ conjecture is the problem of determining in a given
dimension those rational bordism invariants which vanish for all spin manifolds of
positive Ricci curvature. In particular, one wants to know whether the Aˆ-genus
is (up to multiples) the only rational bordism invariant which vanishes on these
manifolds. A positive answer would imply that a spin manifold of positive scalar
curvature is (after passing to a suitable multiple) spin bordant to a (not necessarily
connected) manifold of positive Ricci curvature. A negative answer would yield
examples of simply connected manifolds of positive scalar curvature which do not
admit a metric of positive Ricci curvature.
We believe that the Aˆ-genus is essentially the only rational bordism invariant
which obstructs positive Ricci curvature on spin manifolds. This is supported by
the following
Proposition 3.5. In dimension n ≤ 100 any rational bordism invariant which
vanishes on all spin manifolds of positive Ricci curvature is a multiple of the Aˆ-
genus.
Idea of proof. The idea is to find in any given dimension n = 4k spin man-
ifolds of positive Ricci curvature which generate a linear subspace V4k of Ω
spin
4k ⊗Q
of codimension one. Once this is accomplished the assertion follows, since the Aˆ-
genus induces an isomorphism Ωspin4k ⊗Q/V4k
∼=→ Q. Unfortunately, it is not known
whether the elements in the rational spin bordism ring which can be represented by
manifolds of positive Ricci curvature form an ideal. This accounts for the difficulties
involved in the construction of the subspace V4k.
In dimension n = 4k ≤ 100 we can show that the set of spin complete inter-
sections with positive first Chern class generate a subspace V4k of Ω
spin
4k ⊗ Q of
codimension one. By Yau’s solution [41] of the Calabi-conjecture V4k is generated
by spin manifolds of positive Ricci curvature. The computations make heavy use
of computer power which is the reason for the present constraint on the dimension.
We expect that a more intelligent way of dealing with the linear algebra involved
will show the proposition in all dimensions. ¤
4. Multiplicativity in Cayley plane bundles
This section is about (rational) genera which are multiplicative in Cayley plane
bundles. Prominent examples are the Witten genus and the elliptic genus (the
“signature” of the free loop space). A challenging problem is to give a geometric
description of the universal multiplicative genus for Cayley plane bundles.
We begin with a discussion of multiplicative genera for homogeneous vector
bundles in general. Let G be a compact connected Lie group and H a connected
closed subgroup. By definition, a G/H-bundle is a smooth fibre bundle E → B of
oriented closed manifolds with fibre G/H and structure group G. Any such bundle
is isomorphic to the fibre bundle P ×G G/H associated to a smooth G-principal
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bundle P → B and the left action of G on G/H. Up to isomorphism a G/H-bundle
is obtained by pulling back the universal bundle pi : BH → BG via a map B → BG
(here pi is the map of classifying spaces induced by the inclusion H ↪→ G).
Let ϕ : ΩSO∗ → R be a homomorphism to a ring R with unit (recall that ϕ is
called a (rational) genus if R is a Q-algebra). The homomorphism ϕ is multiplicative
in G/H-bundles if ϕ(E) = ϕ(B) · ϕ(G/H) for any G/H-bundle E → B. By
comparing E with the trivial bundle B×G/H one sees that ϕ is multiplicative if and
only if ϕ vanishes on all G/H-bundles with zero-bordant base. A universal example
of a multiplicative homomorphism is given by projecting ΩSO∗ to the quotient of ΩSO∗
by the ideal generated by G/H-bundles with zero-bordant base. If the homogeneous
space G/H comes with additional structure (e.g. spin structure, string structure
etc.) an analogous construction can be carried out for the corresponding bordism
theory (e.g. ΩSpin∗ , Ω
string
∗ etc.).
A genus ϕ : ΩSO∗ → R is multiplicative in G/H-bundles if and only if its
associated multiplicative sequence is strictly multiplicative in the universal bundle
pi : BH → BG (cf. [7, Prop. 21.5], [32, Section 1.2], and [20, Section 4]). By
definition, the latter condition means that the multiplicative sequence applied to
the tangent bundle along the fibres of pi : BH → BG maps under the pushforward
(“integration along the fibres”)
pi! : H∗(BH;R)→ H∗−n(BG;R)
to H0(BG;R) ∼= R (here n := dimG/H). This characterization allows us to make
explicit computations for the universal multiplicative genus in terms of the roots of
G and H. It goes back to work of Borel and Hirzebruch [7, §20] and in the following
we will refer to it as the Borel-Hirzebruch method.
The universal multiplicative genera for projective plane bundles are closely
related to index theory. For example, the signature homomorphism sign : ΩSO∗ → Z
gives rise to the universal multiplicative genus for CP 2-bundles and the elliptic
genus ϕell is a universal multiplicative genus for HP 2-bundles. Before we discuss
what is known for Cayley plane bundles we briefly recall the rigidity theorem for
the elliptic genus ϕell (for more information on the elliptic genus we refer to [24]
and [20]).
In [31] Ochanine defined an elliptic genus ϕ : ΩSO∗ → R as a genus with
logarithm g(x) given by an elliptic integral, i.e.
g(x) :=
∑
n≥0
ϕ(CP 2n)
2n+ 1
· x2n+1 =
∫ x
0
dt√
R(t)
,
where R(t) := 1−2δt2+²t4, δ, ² ∈ R. Examples for elliptic genera are the signature
(δ = ² = 1) and the Aˆ-genus (δ = − 18 , ² = 0).
In his groudbreaking work [40] Witten gave an interpretation of the universal
elliptic genus of a manifold M in terms of the “signature” of the free loop space
LM . More precisely, Witten formally applied the Lefschetz fixed point formula
to a hypothetical “signature operator” on LM (which should exist if M is spin)
to obtain an invariant sign(q,LM) of M which is given by the following series of
twisted signatures
sign(q,LM) := sign(M,
∞⊗
n=1
SqnTM ⊗
∞⊗
n=1
ΛqnTM) ∈ Z[[q]].
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Here Λt :=
∑
i Λ
i · ti (resp. St :=
∑
i S
i · ti) denotes the exterior (resp. symmetric)
power operation and sign(M,E) denotes the index of the signature operator twisted
with the complexified vector bundle E ⊗ C. Up to a constant sign(q,LM) is the
Fourier expansion of a modular form for Γ0(2). The ringM∗(Γ0(2)) of such modular
forms is a polynomial ring with generators δ and ² of weight 2 and 4, respectively
(cf. [20, p. 136]) and sign(q,LM) gives rise to the universal elliptic genus
ϕell : ΩSO∗ →M∗(Γ0(2)) ∼= C[δ, ²].
The main property of the elliptic genus is its rigidity.
Theorem 4.1 (Rigidity theorem). The elliptic genus of a spin manifold is rigid
under smooth compact connected Lie group actions.
The rigidity theorem was conjectured by Witten [40] and proved by Taubes
[38] (see also [8, 27]).
It follows from the rigidity theorem that ϕell is rigid on the quaternionic plane
HP 2 and, hence, a multiplicative genus for HP 2-bundles. This can also be shown
directly using the Borel-Hirzebruch method. Moreover, one finds that the elliptic
genus ϕell is a universal multiplicative genus for HP 2-bundles.
We now return to the problem of giving a geometric description of the universal
multiplicative genus for Cayley plane bundles. Recall that the Cayley plane CaP 2
is the projective plane over the octonions. As a homogeneous space CaP 2 can be
described as the 16-dimensional 7-connected string homogeneous space F4/Spin(9).
By the rigidity theorem the equivariant elliptic genus of CaP 2 is rigid with
respect to the homogeneous action of F4. This implies that the elliptic genus
is multiplicative in CaP 2-bundles. In view of Theorem 2.5 the Witten genus is
multiplicative and trivial in CaP 2-bundles. As pointed out to me by Rainer Jung
15 years ago both facts can be proved directly using the Borel-Hirzebruch method.
For example, the vanishing of the Witten genus for CaP 2-bundles is equivalent to
the Jacobi triple identity for the Weierstrass’ sigma function (cf. [39, p. 451]).
Jung has used the Borel-Hirzebruch method to characterize the universal multi-
plicative genus for CaP 2-bundles in terms of a differential equation. A consequence
of this description is the fact that any genus which is multiplicative in CaP 2-bundles
is uniquely determined by its values on M4, M8, M12 and M16, where M4 is a K3-
surface, M8 and M12 are almost parallelizable manifolds of dimension 8 and 12,
respectively, with non-vanishing top Pontrjagin class and M16 is the Cayley plane
CaP 2 (this also follows from Proposition 2.9).
Note that the multiplicative properties of the elliptic genus and the Witten
genus for CaP 2-bundles are analogous to those of the signature and Aˆ-genus for
HP 2-bundles. Taking this analogy even further we expect that the universal mul-
tiplicative genus for CaP 2-bundles will have interesting geometric properties as in
the case of HP 2-bundles.
In [23] Kreck and Stolz gave a description of elliptic homology based on HP 2-
bundles. A better understanding of the universal multiplicative genus for CaP 2-
bundles may be important for the construction of a generalized homology theory
based on CaP 2-bundles.
Problem 4.2. Give a geometric description of the universal multiplicative
genus for Cayley plane bundles.
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We find it tempting to think of the universal multiplicative genus for CaP 2-
bundles as a homomorphism which assigns to a string manifold M the S1 × S1-
equivariant “signature” of the double free loop space LLM . Unfortunately, a formal
application of the Lefschetz fixed point formula to a hypothetical “signature op-
erator” on LLM leads to renormalization problems for infinite products in two
variables which we haven’t been able to resolve.
5. A rational basis sequence related to the kernel of the Witten genus
In this section we prove the characterization of the rational oriented bordism
and the kernel of the Witten genus in terms of equivariant Cayley plane bundles
given in Proposition 2.9 and Theorem 2.8. We first construct a family of S3-
equivariant Cayley plane bundles over BS1 with non-vanishing Milnor class (see
Lemma 5.1 below). These bundles will be used to exhibit a rational basis sequence
with the properties given in Proposition 2.9.
For the following facts about the Cayley plane we refer to [6, §19] and the
literature cited therein. The 52-dimensional compact simple sporadic Lie group
F4 has a closed subgroup isomorphic to Spin(9) which is unique up to inner au-
tomorphism. We fix such a subgroup and identify it with Spin(9). The Cayley
plane F4/Spin(9) is a 7-connected 16-dimensional manifold with integral cohomol-
ogy given by H0 ∼= H8 ∼= H16 ∼= Z and Hi = 0 otherwise.
Let TSpin be the maximal torus of Spin(9) ↪→ F4 which covers the standard
torus TSO of SO(9) and let xˆ1, . . . , xˆ4 denote the standard basis of the Lie algebra
of TSO. We will use xˆ1, . . . , xˆ4 also as a basis of the Lie algebra of TSpin. Thus the
integral lattice of TSpin is given by a1xˆ1+ . . .+a4xˆ4, where ai ∈ Z and a1+ . . .+a4
is even. Let x1, . . . , x4 denote the dual basis of xˆ1, . . . , xˆ4. We will identify xi with
an element in H2(BTSpin;Q) (via transgression) which is also denoted by xi. Let xˆ
be a fixed generator of the integral lattice for S1 and let x denote the corresponding
class in H2(BS1;Z).
Let ξ be the bundle BSpin(9) → BF4 induced by the inclusion Spin(9) ↪→
F4. More precisely we fix a universal F4-principal bundle with total space E,
put BSpin(9) := E/Spin(9), BF4 := E/F4 and define ξ by the projection map
E/Spin(9) → E/F4. The bundle ξ has as fibre the Cayley plane F4/Spin(9).
Consider the monomorphism f : S1 ↪→ TSpin for which the differential df maps xˆ
to 2xˆ1. It is straightforward to check that the structure group of η := (Bf)∗(ξ)
allows a reduction to f(S1).
Next consider a subgroup S3 ↪→ F4 of the centralizer of f(S1) in F4 which
acts non-trivially on F4/Spin(9) (for example choose the subgroup S3 ∼= Spin(3) ⊂
Spin(9) which covers 1× SO(3) ⊂ SO(9)). Since S3 commutes with the structure
group f(S1) of η the bundle η has a non-trivial S3-action along the fibres.
Let T4η and T4ξ denote the tangent bundle along the fibres of η and ξ,
respectively (cf. [6, 7.4] for details). Then T4ξ may be identified with the vector
bundle E ×F4 T (F4/Spin(9)) (where the action of F4 on T (F4/Spin(9)) is induced
from left multiplication) and (Bf)∗(T4ξ) ∼= T4η.
We want to show that the Milnor class s2k(T4η) does not vanish for k ≥ 4.
Recall that the Milnor class s2k(µ) of a real vector bundle µ with formal Pontrjagin
roots {±yi}i=1,...,l is given by
∑l
i=1 y
2k
i . As a tool we use integration over the fibres.
We will explain this in the general situation first: Let G be a compact connected
Lie group, U a closed connected subgroup of maximal rank and T a maximal torus
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of U . The Weyl groups of G and U are denoted by W (G) and W (U). Now choose
a set {ri}i=1,...,s by fixing a sign for every complementary root ±ri of U ↪→ G. Let
ξ : BU pi→ BG be the induced bundle with fibre G/U and T4ξ the tangent bundle
along the fibres. By a classical result of Borel [5] the rational cohomology of BU
and BGmay be identified with the invariants ofH∗(BT ;Q) under the actions of the
Weyl groups of U and G, respectively. Let pi! : H∗(BU ;Q) → H∗(BG;Q) denote
the integration over the fibres of ξ, where T4ξ is oriented by e(T4ξ) =
∏s
i=1 ri.
Then (cf. [7, §20])
(5.1) pi!(y) =
∑
w∈W (G)/W (U)
w
 ys∏
i=1
ri
 .
In the next lemma this formula is used for the inclusion Spin(9) ↪→ F4.
Lemma 5.1. The coefficient bk−4 of x2k−8 in pi!(s2k(T4η)) does not vanish for
k ≥ 4. In particular, the Milnor class s2k(T4η) is not zero for k ≥ 4.
Proof. We fix a W (F4)-invariant metric on the Lie algebra t of TSpin and
extend the action to t∗, such that the canonical isomorphism t → t∗, yˆ 7→ 〈yˆ, 〉,
is W (F4)-equivariant. The complementary roots of Spin(9) in F4 are given by
{±rj}j=1,...,8 = {12 (±x1 ± x2 ± x3 ± x4)} (cf. [6, §19]). Note that the Euler
characteristic of the Cayley plane F4/Spin(9) is equal to 3. Thus, the Weyl group
of Spin(9) has index 3 inW (F4). As a set of representatives ofW (F4)/W (Spin(9))
we choose {1, w, w2}, where
w := s2x4 ◦ s 12 (x1−x2−x3+x4)
and sα denotes reflection along the hyperplane 〈α, 〉 = 0. More explicitly, w is
given by
x1 + x2 7→ x1 + x2, x1 − x2 7→ x3 + x4,
x3 + x4 7→ x3 − x4, x3 − x4 7→ x1 − x2.
If we put
y :=
x1 + x2
2
, y1 :=
x1 − x2
2
, y2 :=
x3 + x4
2
, y3 :=
x3 − x4
2
and define
P (y, y1, y2, y3) :=
∑
z∈{y,y1}
(
(z + y2)2k + (z − y2)2k + (z + y3)2k + (z − y3)2k
)
(y2 − y22)(y2 − y23)(y21 − y22)(y21 − y23)
then, by formula (5.1), pi!(s2k(T4ξ)) is equal to
Q(y, y1, y2, y3) := P (y, y1, y2, y3) + P (y, y2, y3, y1) + P (y, y3, y1, y2).
The coefficient of x2k−81 in pi!(s2k(T
4ξ)) is equal to Q( 12 ,
1
2 , 0, 0). Now P (
1
2 ,
1
2 , 0, 0)
can be computed directly and is equal to
(5.2) 28−2k · 23.
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If we take common denominators for P (y, y2, y3, y1) + P (y, y3, y1, y2), put y3 equal
to zero, divide out y22 , put y2 equal to zero, take the limit y1 → y and finally put
y = 12 , we obtain
(5.3) 28−2k · (−22 − 22k + k(2k − 1)(2k − 2))
as value for P (y, y2, y3, y1) + P (y, y3, y1, y2) at (y, y1, y2, y3) = ( 12 ,
1
2 , 0, 0). The
coefficient ck−4 of x2k−81 in pi!(s2k(T
4ξ)) is equal to the sum of (5.2) and (5.3). It
follows that ck−4 is equal to 28−2k(22 − 22k + k(2k − 1)(2k − 2)) and is negative
for k ≥ 4. In fact, the sequence {22 − 22k + k(2k− 1)(2k− 2)}k≥4 is monotonously
decreasing and starts with −84.
Recall that η is defined as the pullback of ξ : BSpin(9) → BF4 with respect
to Bf : BS1 → BTSpin, where df maps xˆ to 2xˆ1. So if x ∈ H2(BS1;Z) denotes
the dual of xˆ, then (Bf)∗ maps x1 to 2x and x2, x3, x4 to zero. Furthermore
(Bf)∗(T4ξ) ∼= T4η. For k ≥ 4 we compute
pi!(s2k(T4η)) = pi!(s2k((Bf)∗(T4ξ))) = pi!((Bf)∗(s2k(T4ξ))) =
(Bf)∗(pi!(s2k(T4ξ))) = ck−4 · (2x)2k−8.
Since ck−4 is negative for k ≥ 4 the coefficient bk−4 = 22k−8 · ck−4 of x2k−8 is not
zero. This implies that s2k(T4η) does not vanish for k ≥ 4. ¤
Proposition 5.2 (Proposition 2.9). The oriented bordism ring has a rational
basis sequence {M4k}k≥1, i.e. ΩSO∗ ⊗Q ∼= Q[M4,M8, . . .], such that
(1) M4k is a connected 4k-dimensional spin manifold for all k,
(2) M4k is a string manifold for k ≥ 2,
(3) M4k is the total space of a Cayley plane bundle with structure group S1
and non-trivial S3-action along the fibres for k ≥ 4.
Proof. A sequence {M4k}k≥1 defines a rational basis sequence of ΩSO∗ if and
only if the Milnor numbers 〈s2k(TM4k), [M4k]〉 of M4k for k ≥ 1 are non-zero (cf.
[30, p. 194 and p. 216]). In order to construct a basis sequence with the desired
properties we will first take a closer look at the characteristic classes of the bundle
T4ξ along the fibres.
Recall from [6, §19], that the complementary roots of Spin(9) ↪→ F4 are
{±rj}j=1,...,8 = { 12 (±x1 ± x2 ± x3 ± x4)}. Since p(T4ξ) =
∏8
j=1(1 + r
2
j ) we get
p1(T4ξ) = 2
4∑
i=1
x2i .
The fibre of BSpin(9) → BF4 is 7-connected. Hence, the classes
∑4
i=1 x
2
i and
p1(T4ξ) may be identified with elements of H4(BF4;Z). Since (Bf)∗(x1) = 2x
we obtain p1(T4η) = pi∗(8x2), where pi denotes the projection in the bundle η.
Furthermore w2(T4η)2 ≡ p1(T4η) ≡ 0 mod 2, where again w2(T4η) and the mod
2 reduction of p1(T4η) are identified with elements in H∗(BS1;Z/2Z). It follows
that w2(T4η) is zero and the bundle T4η is spin.
We now define a rational basis sequence of the stated type. Let M4 be the
K3-surface given by the quartic x40 + . . . + x
4
3 = 0 in CP 3. It is well-known that
M4 is spin and has non-vanishing Milnor number (cf. for example [18]). Let M8
and M12 be almost parallelizable manifolds of dimension 8 and 12, respectively,
with non-vanishing top Pontrjagin class. Such manifolds can be constructed via
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plumbing [29]. The manifolds M8 and M12 are string and have non-zero Milnor
numbers.
We now proceed to define M4k for k ≥ 4. Let M16 be the Cayley plane
F4/Spin(9). Let V d0 denote a point and j0 the inclusion of the point into BS
1.
So M16 ∼= j∗0 (η). For k ≥ 5 let V dk−4 ↪→ CP 2k−4 be a complete intersection of
complex dimension 2k − 8 and of degree d = (d1, d2, d3, d4), such that each di > 0
and
(5.4)
4∑
i=1
d2i = 8a
2
k−4 + 2k − 3
holds for some integer ak−4 6= 0. It is a consequence of a theorem of Gauss on the
representability of an integer as a sum of three squares (cf. [34, p. 45]) that we
can always find such di and ak−4. In fact, one can choose ak−4 > 0 and d4 > 0
such that 8a2k−4+2k−3−d24 is either equal to b or 4b, where b is a natural number
congruent to 3 or 6 modulo 8, and by the theorem of Gauss b is the sum of three
non-zero integer squares.
Let h ∈ H2(V dk−4;Z) denote the pullback of the first Chern class of the dual
Hopf bundle over CP 2k−4 with respect to the inclusion V dk−4 ↪→ CP 2k−4. Let
jk−4 : V dk−4 → BS1 be a map which classifies ak−4 · h.
Now define M4k as the pullback bundle of η under jk−4 : V dk−4 → BS1. Recall
that η admits a non-trivial S3-action along the fibres. Therefore for each k ≥ 4 the
manifold M4k has also a non-trivial S3-action along the fibres as it is a pullback
bundle of η .
We claim that M4k is string. Since M16 is 7-connected M16 is clearly string.
Let k ≥ 5. We will use the computation of the Chern classes and Pontrjagin classes
of V dk−4 given in [18]. Since
c1(V dk−4) = (2k − 3−
4∑
i=1
di)h ≡ (2k − 3−
4∑
i=1
d2i )h ≡ −8a2k−4 · h ≡ 0 mod 2
the manifold V dk−4 is spin. The tangent bundle of M4k splits as the direct sum of
the tangent bundle along the fibres, T4M4k ∼= j∗k−4(T4η) and the pullback of the
tangent bundle of V dk−4 under the projection pi :M4k → V dk−4, i.e.
TM4k ∼= j∗k−4(T4η)⊕ pi∗(TV dk−4).
Since T4η and TV dk−4 are spin the same holds for M4k. For the first Pontrjagin
class of V dk−4 we obtain using equation (5.4)
p1(V dk−4) = ((2k − 3)−
4∑
i=1
d2i ) · h2 = −8a2k−4 · h2.
Since TM4k ∼= j∗k−4(T4η)⊕ pi∗(TV dk−4) we get
p1(M4k) = pi∗(p1(V dk−4)) + j
∗
k−4(p1(T
4η)) = pi∗(−8a2k−4 · h2 + 8a2k−4 · h2) = 0.
Since the fibre F4/Spin(9) is 7-connected andH4(V dk−4;Z) is torsion freeH4(M4k;Z)
is also torsion free. So p1(M4k) = 0 implies p12 (M4k) = 0 and M4k is string.
We claim thatM4k has non-vanishing Milnor number: by Lemma 5.1 the Milnor
class s2k(T4η) does not vanish for k ≥ 4. Furthermore pi!(s2k(T4η)) = bk−4 ·x2k−8
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and bk−4 6= 0. Here pi! denotes integration along the fibres in η. For the Milnor
number 〈s2k(TM4k), [M4k]〉 of M4k, k ≥ 4, we compute
〈s2k(TM4k), [M4k]〉 = 〈pi!(s2k(TM4k)), [V dk−4]〉 =
〈pi!(j∗k−4(s2k(T4η)) + pi∗(s2k(TV dk−4))), [V dk−4]〉.
For dimensional reasons s2k(TV dk−4) is zero. Thus the Milnor number is equal to
〈j∗k−4(pi!(s2k(T4η))), [V dk−4]〉 = 〈j∗k−4(bk−4 · x2k−8), [V dk−4]〉 = bk−4 · (ak−4 · h)2k−8.
Since h2k−8 is a generator of H4k−16(V dk−4;Q) and ak−4 and bk−4 are non-zero the
Milnor number is non-zero. Thus {M4k}k≥1 defines a rational basis sequence for
the oriented bordism ring, i.e. ΩSO∗ ⊗Q ∼= Q[M4,M8, . . .]. By constructionM4k is a
connected spin manifold for k ≥ 1, is string for k ≥ 2 and is a Cayley plane bundle
with structure group S1 and non-trivial S3-action along the fibres for k ≥ 4. ¤
Using this proposition we can now prove Theorem 2.8.
Theorem 5.3 (Theorem 2.8). Let M be a string manifold with ϕW (M) = 0.
Then a non-zero multiple of M is string cobordant to a string manifold which is
the total space of a Cayley plane bundle with structure group S1 and non-trivial
S3-action along the fibres.
Proof. Let M be a string manifold. Then any Pontrjagin number of M in-
volving p1(M) vanishes. Since p1(M4k) = 0 for k ≥ 2 it follows that the rational
oriented bordism class ofM is an element in the subring Q[M8,M12, . . .] of ΩSO∗ ⊗Q.
We want to show thatM is in the ideal of Q[M8,M12, . . .] which is generated by
M4k, k ≥ 4. Recall that M8 and M12 are almost parallelizable manifolds with non-
vanishing top Pontrjagin class. The coefficients of p2 and p3 in the multiplicative
series for the Aˆ-genus are both non-zero (cf. [19, §1]). So Aˆ(M8) and Aˆ(M12) are
non-zero. Since the constant term of the q-power series ϕW is equal to the Aˆ-genus
we conclude that ϕW (M8) and ϕW (M12) are non-zero.
We claim that ϕW (M8) and ϕW (M12) are algebraically independent. To see
this recall that the value of the Witten genus on a 4k-dimensional string manifold is
the q-expansion of a modular form of weight 2k for SL2(Z). The ring M∗(SL2(Z))
of modular forms for SL2(Z) is a polynomial ring with one generator of weight 4
and one generator of weight 6 (cf. [34, p. 89]). Since ϕW (M8) and ϕW (M12) are
non-zero they can be used as generators of M∗(SL2(Z)). In particular, ϕW (M8)
and ϕW (M12) are algebraically independent.
As ϕW (M) = 0 we conclude from the proposition above that the rational
oriented bordism class of M is an element in the ideal of Q[M8,M12, . . .] generated
byM4k, k ≥ 4. Now assume dimM ≥ 16. From the proposition above it also follows
that a non-zero multiple of M , say rM , is SO-cobordant to a string manifold N
which is the total space of a Cayley plane bundle with structure group S1 and
non-trivial S3-action along the fibres. Consider the bordism ring Ωstring∗ of string
manifolds. By standard arguments using the Pontrjagin-Thom construction one
knows that the forgetful homomorphism
Ωstring∗ ⊗Q→ ΩSO∗ ⊗Q
is injective. Since rM and N are SO-cobordant string manifolds n · rM is string
cobordant to n ·N for some non-zero integer n. This proves the theorem. ¤
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